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Read the sentence to find out whether

there is an error in it.

The error, if any, will be in one part of the

sentence. The number corresponding to

that part will be your answer. If the given

sentence is correct as it is, mark the

answer as ‘No error’. Ignore the errors of

punctuation, if any.



1. Having supportive parents (1)/

help massive in (2)/ the positive

development and (3)/ growth of a

child. (4)

A. 1

B. 2

C. 3

D. 4

E. No Error Option B

Correction: Use helps in 

place of help



2. The reports suggested that (1)/

some animals is (2)/ likely to be

extinct (3)/ in the near future. (4)

A. 1

B. 2

C. 3

D. 4

E. No Error Option B

Correction: Replace is with 

are



3. (a) Farmers bear three-fourth of / (b)

the production cost while the

balance one-fourth / (c) is paid by

the government as subsidy / (d)

directly to the fertilizer markers. / (e)

No error

Answer: a)

Explanation: Replace 

“three-fourth‟ with “three 

fourths‟



4. a) Having a visionary and motivating

leader, / (b) she thinks out of the box and /

(c) has her own style of doing things, one

of which / (d) is treating and respecting her

employees as assets. /(e) No error

Answer: a)

Explanation: Replace “Having” 

with “Being”



5. a) The governments keenness to keep

inflation beyond check /(b) to provide room

for the RBI to cut interest rates further /(c)

may restrain it from providing any big relief

/(d) to farmers by way of higher MSPs. /

(e) No error
Answer: a)

Explanation: Replace “beyond‟ with 

“under‟



Direction (6-10): In the question, one 

sentence is given, and four words have been 

given in bold denoted by (A), (B), (C) and (D). 

You have to decide which of the following is 

inappropriate in the context. If all the words 

are appropriate in the context then mark ‘All 

are correct’ as your answer.



6.When we reach home after travelling (A)

for weaks, (B) the home is the same but 

something (C) in our mind has changed 

and that changes everything. (D)

A. D 

B. A

C. B 

D. C

E. All are correct

Option C

Correction:

weaks => weeks



7. Many people believe (A) that it is

better to lead a slow life with limited (B)

pleasures (C) than the mindless (D) rat

race of the city.

A. D

B. C

C. B

D. A

E. All are correct

Option E

Correction:

All are correct



8. With rice (A) in online consumer

base, many online retailers (B) are

finding it difficult to fulfil (C) all the

consumer demands in a short (D)

time.

A. C

B. D

C. A

D. B

E. All are correct

Option C

rice => rise



9. Given the pace (A) at which

technology is developing (B)

today, it is clever (C) that our

world (D) will work completely

different in just a few days.

A. D

B. C

C. A

D. B

E. All are correct

Option B

Correction:

Clever=> 

Clear



10. Participating (A) in various

competitions (B) since childhood,

helps students develop (C) a spirrit

(D) of sportsmanship.

A. B

B. A

C. D

D. C

E. All are correct.

Correction: C

Spirrit => 

Spirit



A sentence with one blank is given, indicating

that something has been omitted. Choose the

word that best fits in the blank making the

sentence grammatically correct and

meaningful.



11. The infrastructure projects of the city 

are falling behind schedule thus 

increasing the ______ of the residents.

A. Inconvenience 

B. Safety

C. Working

D. Stressful

E. Health
Option A

Correction:

Inconvenienc

e 



12. There has been a significant rise

in the price of certain goods and

commodities recently, making

them______ for the common man.

A. Price

B. Progressing

C. Increasing

D. Supporting

E. Unaffordable

Option E

Unaffordabl

e



13. It is vital that children, young people

and all of us have access to stories

which give us the knowledge, empathy

and understanding we need to ______

life.

A. Engage

B. Negotiate

C. Overlook

D. Developing

E. Organised

Option C

Overlook



REARRANGEMENT



14.

A. Opportunity to allow free

B. time, the leader

C. unlike most others of his

D. exchange of culture

E. viewed food as an A)

CBEAD

B) ABCDE

C) BACDE

D) DEABC

E) EABDC

Correct 

Answer: A

CBEAD



15.

A. area collected single use

B. useful household items

C. plastics waste and used

D. the residence of this

E. it to make several A)

CBEAD

B) ABCDE

C) DACEB

D) DEABC

E) EABDC

Correct 

Answer: C

D A C E B



Sentence 

Improvement



16. The villagers informed the state

forest department, but by the time

officials reached there nearly six trees

had already been cut.

01. Near six trees already have

02. Nearly six trees already has

03. Near six trees have had already

04. Nearly six already trees had

05. No correction required
Answer: 5)

No correction 

required



17. Biodegradable waste is collected daily 

and dispose off by either composting 

or feeding to cattle. 

01. Collected daily and disposed off

02. Collected daily but disposing off

03. Collect daily and dispose off

04. Collects daily or disposes off

05. No correction required
Answer: 1)

Both the verbs will be used in 

past form



18. Sometimes, policemen temporarily

confiscate the motorcycles of riders without

helmets asking for to gone and buy

helmets.

01. Asked them to have and bought

02. Asked her to go and buying

03. Asking them to go and buy

04. Ask them to gone and bought

05. No correction required
Answer: 3)

‘Asking them to go and 

buy’ means ‘demand 

them to possess’



19. The education system should be such

that the children should love and enjoy the

learning process and should motivate

them to gone to school.

01. Motivates their to go

02. Motivated their to gone

03. Motivate them to go

04. Motivates them for go

05. No correction required

Answer: 3)

‘Them’ refers to 

‘children’- in the 

sentence



20. The list of available drugs will have

to be displays at all medical centers.

01. Will have to be displayed

02. Will be to displayed

03. Will have been to display

04. Will have being displaying

05. No correction required

Answer: 1)

After ‘be’ past 

participle form of 

verb is to be used



The competition is increasing in every

sector. Today’s companies are looking for

better equipped candidates.

I. Equipped with

II. More the companies look

III. With competition increasing

1. II

2. I,III

3. III

4. I

5. None of the above

Home 

Work 

Answer



(I) The ______ of his wife was a

great blow to him.

(II) She will be a great ______ to the

school.

01. tribute

02. departure

03. profit

04. death

05. loss

Home 

Work




